
1968 PIPER "ARROW" PA28R-180

Specifications

Price $ 42,000.00

Year 1968

Serial 0000

Registration N527WP

TTAF 7546.6 Hours

Ad Type For Sale

Location Missouri

Type Sold

Summary Priced well below retail appraised by AOPA and Bluebook!

1968 Piper "Arrow" PA28R-180

She is a beautiful well maintained aircraft that is not for sore eyes!

The Piper PA-28 Cherokee is a family of light aircraft built by Piper Aircraft and designed
for flight training, air taxi, and personal use.[3] The PA-28 family of aircraft are all-metal,
unpressurized, single-engine, piston-powered airplanes with low-mounted wings and
tricycle landing gear. They have a single door on the copilot side, which is entered by
stepping on the wing.

Airframe Details: (Not Available)

Engine Detail Engine Time: Engine is at 293.3 SMOH by Custom AirMotive in Tulsa Oklahoma 2012.

Propeller: Three blade McCauley (no AD) 293.3 SMOH

Avionics (Not Available)

Exterior Paint Rating: 8/10 The paint was new in 2014 and the airplane is maintained in a climate
controlled hangar.

Interior: Interior Rating: 10/10 New two tone leather with matching panels and carpet.

Maintenance: (Not Available)



Addition Features, 
Equipment or 
Comments

Complete logbooks upon request!

We are gathering more information and more pictures for this listing at the moment!
Received listing contract on 7/9/17.

Damage: The last owner started the engine with the tow bar in place causing a prop
strike and damage to the front gear door and lower cowl. The cowl was repaired and the
gear door was replaced. The engine was torn down and inspected IAW with regulations
and afterward flown to TBO. It has since been OH’d in 2012. The repairs are well
documented. (Not a gear–up scenario)
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